“Every man is the son of his own works.”
“Renounce self to attain self.”

ROBERT MURRAY PAULLING DECORATED WITH CROSS OF HONOR.

St. Matthews, March 29.—In last Friday's papers containing Associated Press dispatches giving the names of additional American soldiers honored for their zeal in. aim in honor of being decorated with the French cross of honor, there appeared the name of a gallant young South Carolinian, Sgt. Robert Murray Paulling, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Paulling of Calhoun County, of whom the dispatch says:

Sergant Paulling, Engineers, showed great personal bravery and courage when he volunteered for a raid and entered the enemy trenches among the first.

A pretty tribute was paid Monday at the St. Matthews Graded School, where a few years ago he was a student, from the high school department, when Thomas C. Brain, superintendent, told of the school of the Sergant Paulling and presented three cheers for Robert Paulling, which were heartily given. —From "The State."

R. M. Paulling was a student at Clemson when the class of 1911-'12. He was a member of the Freshman class, but did not return the next year. His professors, in a hearing bearing a remarkable story of health and pleasant sort of a young fellow, who took high rank in his class. He was in the cadet band.

THE SULPHATE OF AMMONIA

Wants Snappy Salute

WAR DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS CALL FOR DRILL IMPROVEMENTS

Commanders of all grades are hereby enjoined to make instructions in saluting a fixed part of their drills until every officer, enlisted man and organization can, with certainty be pronounced proficient in saluting. This part of the soldiers' training must be considered vital because of the great personal bravery and courage when he volunteered for a raid and entered the enemy trenches among the first.

We believe there are many others, but it has been impossible to secure their names.

Some of the men in the service think that the College graduates are not doing as well as 800 men wearing the Army or Navy uniform today. The approximate total enrollment in the present session has been 685 men exclusive of those attending the Summer technical and professional courses. It is believed all the men to attend Clemson have answered the call to fight for democracy. A very few of the men were the result of our volunteers.

This session 55 students are known to have entered the service. There were others left with intention of entering but no word has been received from them.

It is with just pride that the College records the names of so many noble sons. When the great struggle for right is over and the victory won, the story of their services will be one of the most fitting and appropriate to their high ideals that the College will ever be proud.

500 MEN ENROLL TO BUILD SHIPS.

On last Tuesday evening Prof. Frank W. McKibben, of Lehigh University, gave an illustrated lecture in Chapel on the subject, "Can America Finish Those Gold Lamp Shades?" At the close of the lecture, which was very interesting and instructive, 250 men enrolled to build ships during the summer months.

NEWS ITEM FROM THE BETHELEHEM GLOBE, JANUARY 10.

Announcement has just been made of the appointment of Professor Frank P. McKibben of the Engineering Department of Lehigh University, as an expert in lecture and recruiting service of the Industrial Service Department of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, which is under the United States Shipping Board.

The Government seeks 200,000 additional workmen for building ships to meet war conditions and Professor McKibben has been called upon to take charge, in particular, of propaganda to make college and technical school students of the country acquainted with the opportunity for patriotic service presented in this line of work. He has prepared lectures, both broad and popular, and will be delivered at colleges throughout the United States by himself and other speakers. Dr. James A. Garfield, of Haverford College, Philadelphia, has been named to give the outland lectures on the Pacific Coast.

Continuing his connection with Lehigh University and with Bethlehem as his headquarters, Professor McKibben will speak at many Eastern colleges and technical schools during the winter and spring. The conference includes Rutgers College, University of West Virginia, Pennsylvania State College, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Lafayette College, Dickinson College, Carbondale Indian School, Haverford, Temple (Continued on Third Page).
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EDITORIAL

The following is taken from the "Orange and White," the weekly of the University of Vermont. Students should give it their careful attention.

A PLEA FOR BROADER COLLEGE LIFE

For the sake of clearness, let us imagine the entrance of two students, A and B, to the same college in the fall of nineteen hundred and seventeen. A and B are from the same small country town, graduated from the same high school near their own school class of their town, and come to the University with equal advantages. They have both been prepared for the落入 their arm, and as he passed by, he spent his nights at the Library reading exhaustive articles on deep subjects, after his daily work had been prepared. He pleaded lack of time to attend to the literary society, and shamed the company of those boys checked and hasty athletes who had decades to come and pass with them. The re- sulting physical frailty, by the time he reached his junior year, lost him all chance of being a dominant character. And why? Because he lived in his books. The rest of his time which he did it without injury to the ac commodations coupled with ambition. He set aside his studies. And how, how did he do it? It was only a little river, almost a stream. The stars were right and he had the confidence and moral support without which they can do nothing. C'mon fellows—let's go up to the sky. It is the distance which separates right from injustice. The voice is so sweet that the angels do not dare to cross it. During seven days and seven nights the great steam ships of America, passing at full speed, drive through the deep waters before the lighthouses of France come into view; yet the letter serving from one side to another the bonds are touching.”

INCREASE IN MILITARY FORCES

Three figures are from the War and Navy Department and show the increase in our army since war was declared April 6, 1917.

ARMY

Number of Officers on April 6, 1917, 17,924.

Number of Privates on April 6, 1917, 202,510.

Total Army April 6, 1917, 219,434.

Number of Officers now (March 15, 1918), 125,891.

Number of Privates now (March 15, 1918), 1,652,725.

Total Army now (March 15, 1918), 1,778,516.

LIBERTY BONDS IN TERMS OF EQUIPMENT

To translate into disinterested War equip ment what investment in Liberty Bonds will enable the Government to buy is an exciting and striking way to put the matter. The information given below is procured by the War Department and is as follows:

ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR BOND WILL

Provide 2,000 surgical needles—

Clothe a soldier.

Feed a soldier for eight months.

Provide 10 cases of surgical instruments for enlisted men's belts.

Provide 2,000 rifle grenades.

Buy 10 cases of surgical instruments for officers' belts.

Buy 10 cases of surgical instruments for officers' belts.

WILL

Clothe a soldier.

Feed a soldier for eight months.

Provide 10 cases of surgical instruments for enlisted men's belts.

Provide 2,000 rifle grenades.

Buy 10 cases of surgical instruments for officers' belts.

Senior Girl—"I am very sorry, but, unfortunately, I want to go over—a soldier impa tiently nods his head: "It is no use in crying over spilt milk." If we failed, then it is up to us to change. A, becoming attracted to his country and to himself to devote his time and energy to preparing for this service.

Clemson plays North Carolina next Monday. This means that another base ball season is before us. The corps has made baseball possible through a liberal contribution of funds. But it is not paid to go on. Every man is going to get out his horn, and go on to the bat, and give the team moral support without which they can do nothing.

The greatest of all war facts

Following is a French school boy's essay translated. Could your pupils or college students equal or surpass its understanding and mastery? Try them on your watch faces.

Clemson's jeszcze North Carolina next Monday. This means that another baseball season is before us. The corps has made baseball possible through a liberal contribution of funds. But it is not paid to go on. Every man is going to get out his horn, and go on to the bat, and give the team moral support without which they can do nothing.

The greatest of all war facts

Following is a French school boy's essay translated. Could your pupils or college students equal or surpass its understanding and mastery? Try them on your watch faces.
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Clemson's Answer to the Call.
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University, and other Pennsylvania Institute of learning. The lectures comprising a popular presentation for general audiences of America's need for ships to win the war and for general audiences of America's need for ships to win the war and a somewhat detailed exposition, for technical students, of the design and construction of ships.

Professor McKibben's appointment to Government service in this war came as a consequence of wide attention attracted by the new course being given Civil Engineering seniors at Lehigh in ship construction and ocean transportation. This course is based upon Professor McKibben's earlier work—he taught classes in civil engineers and naval constructors at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in structural steel as applied to ship design—and also upon recent study of ship building methods and equipment at Atlantic coast shipyards.

Professor McKibben graduated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1894, and there served as Instructor and as Associate Professor in the Civil Engineering Department from 1894 to 1897. Since the latter date he has been Professor of Civil Engineering at Lehigh. His practical experience has included employment as Assistant Designing Engineer of the Boston Elevated Railway Co. from 1897 to 1901, as Assistant Bridge Engineer of the Massachusetts Railroad Commission, 1901 to 1907, as Consulting Engineer for the State of Pennsylvania in the Austin Dam Investigation and for the Water Supply Commission of Pennsylvania.

Clemson Candidates Honor Professor Jones.
(Continued From Page One)
ollows:
College Office
Cream of Tomato Celery
Broiled Spring Chicken Green Peas
Crumbled Potatoes Hot Rolls
Lettuce Salad, Chocolate Ice Cream Assorted Cake
American Cheese and Crackers Cigars

Cigarettes
As the rings began to cut up from the freshly lighted cigars, Candidate Littlejohn, master of ceremonies, called the assembly to order and announced that the time for speech-making had arrived and introduced Capt. Spalding, who made a few remarks complementary to Clemson men. Next an Ex-Tiger—one who was at Clemson hack in the "wild and wooley years." He knew the caliber of Clemson men and the pride they had in the Tigers.

Major Jones was introduced and he gave the candidates some good words of advice, saying that on Jan. 30 they declared war on the Kaiser and it was up to us to put them on the gridiron. Before departing all joined in making "Raj! raj!" and "Ti-Tigers" and "1-2-3-4" ring out as in the days of old. These Tigers were cheered to victory on the gridiron.

B. H. S.
Can't until you can't.
Every sport is a bullet.
Save beans until beans are taken.
Save Mary Beans—"till" slock the submarines.
When wise ones waste.
Kill Kiawe in the kitchen.
Every Hoosier help Hoosier.

BIG DAY FOR SENECA.

One of the largest crowds ever seen in Seneca was there Friday, March 22. A get together of all the schools of the County was held. Almost every school in the county was represented. Teachers, pupils, and parents were all there to enjoy themselves to the fullest extent.

There were about twenty-five schools represented in all. The Clemson College Band led the parade. All the school children, as well as the old folks enjoyed the music given by the band very much. After the band had delivered several selections, they were entertained by the young ladies of the town.

There were no speeches delivered and no contests of any kind, but each school had some kind of color to pull off. After the crowd had been entertained for a while by these simple stunts, the people were invited to a "humble picnic dinner. Everyone enjoyed themselves, especially the boys from Clemson.

In the afternoon there were games of baseball and basketball between the different schools of the county. Free firing pictures were given to the small children of the schools. Everyone was in the best of humor and the day could not have been spent in a more pleasant way.

Everyone seemed to enjoy himself to the fullest extent.

THE WOMAN HEART BEHIND. Our flag nowadays is fluttering everywhere—from office building and school, from church and public hall. Any physical defects?

The flag will be saved from the Kaiser and it was up to them to put them into the flight and see it to the finish. Littlejohn, the Master of Ceremonies, was excoriated from making such a speech because he had said grace at the beginning of the dinner. Before departing all joined in making "Raj! raj!" and "Ti-Tigers" and "1-2-3-4" ring out as in the days of old. These Tigers were cheered to victory on the gridiron.

B. H. S.
Can't until you can't.
Every sport is a bullet.
Save beans until beans are taken.
Save Mary Beans—"till" slock the submarines.
When wise ones waste.
Kill Kiawe in the kitchen.
Every Hoosier help Hoosier.
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Steam Laundry

The Clemson Steam Laundry is prepared to clean and press your clothes at a very reasonable price. Duck trousers are made snow white.

RUSH JOBS A SPECIALTY: Rush your Cleaning and pressing to YOUR OWN LAUNDRY.

THANKS!

We buy all our furniture from them.

Taps, Editor-in-chief of "Tiger"...

ALUMNI

The following letter has been received from D. E. Swinehart, who finished in '15. "Win the War Day" was the subject of his class editor-in-chief of "Taps," and winner of several medals for oratory and debate. His letter shows that he still has the good "Tiger" spirit.

Editor of "Tiger"

Clemson College, S. C.

Dear Sir:

Please find enclosed $1 for which please accept my contribution to the annual fund.

I am sure that you and the other students of the Class of 1915, who will be the remaining members of the Class of 1915, will do your utmost to help bring in this year's College fund.

Sincerely,

D. E. Swinehart

Clemson College, S. C.

Dear Sir:

We are pleased to announce that we have received $100 from the Class of 1915 for the annual fund.

Sincerely,

D. E. Swinehart

Clemson College, S. C.

Clemson Agricultural College

A young man can make no better investment than in a college education. With no money as a matter of course, even if he has to borrow the money at interest, he will find that his increased earning capacity more than covers the first year's interest on the loan, and that we are sufficient to repay the loan. It is a poor business policy to wait until the morning is near to pay the man who has the interest. For the untrained await the financial loss. Every boy of ability and ambition whose parents are unable to pay for his education, should get some friend to introduce his son at the bank and begin preparation that will make for greater earning capacity and a fuller life. There is no time to lose.

The world is looking for men of large ability and willing to work for them. Already there is a surplus of the one-horsepower variety.

Clemson College brings within the reach of every boy in South Carolina the benefits and advantages of a college education.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND AGRICULTURE

SOUTH CAROLINA'S

Purposely planned and wisely executed.

SOUTH CAROLINA'S

In the interest of the world where expert knowledge and power must be maintained, an individualistic education is no longer a luxury.

Dr. Trowbridge

President, Clemson College

Dr. W. M. RIGGS, President.